Gotcha with Gatto! Dumbing us Up?
Strategies for Seminar - Deeper Learning 2019 Conference Workshop

Phase One: (60 min)

- Welcome/Game & Name tags
- Separate into two groups:
  - **Fishbowl seminar**
    - Eli - Intro & Norms
    - Pennies - 5 to switch places
    - Cecily - Facilitator
    - Hot Seat
    - Quasar - Noticer
    - Guiding Questions
  - **Large group seminar**
    - Scott - Intro & Norms
    - Maxwell - Facilitator
    - Amani - Noticer
    - Back pocket Qs (facilitator)
    - Mike - Digital Noticer (Equity Maps)
    - Participation maps (drawn & digital)
    - "Quiet Dog"

- Participant self-assessment (...?)
- Reflections of seminar (within the groups) from noticer

Phase Two: (20 min)

- **Tools for Seminar** - Participants self select groups and make a poster of ideas/strategies/tools for each topic:
  1. Guidelines & Norms
  2. Rubrics & Assessment
  3. Reflection & Debrief
  4. Facilitation Styles
  5. Choosing & Reading Texts
- **Gallery Walk** - Participants move around the room to each group’s posted brainstorm

Phase Three: (10 min)

- **Reflections & Takeaways...** individual journaling, pair/share, share out
  - Rose/Bud/Thorn -- Rock/Leaf/Meristem
- **Finding & Sharing Resources** (Drive folder)*
- **Thank you!** (Feedback)